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		Writer, consultant and speaker Chris Rabb coined the term "invisible capital" to represent the unseen forces that dramatically impact entrepreneurial viability when a good attitude, a great idea, and hard work simply aren't enough.

		

		In his book, Invisible Capital: How Unseen Forces Shape Entrepreneurial Opportunity, Rabb puts forth concrete and effective ways entrepreneurs and their advocates can build and grow sustainable enterprises amid these unseen forces created by society's uneven playing field.

		

		By honoring democratic ideals, challenging assumptions, and reframing how success is defined, Rabb illuminates the promise of commonwealth entrepreneurship. This compelling and often counter-intuitive book illustrates how broad and meaningful entrepreneurial opportunity benefits not just individual entrepreneurs, but local communities and society at large.
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Crucial ConfrontationsMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Behind the problems that routinely plague families, teams, and organizations  are individuals who either can’t or won’t deal with failed promises. Others have  broken rules, missed deadlines, or just plain behaved badly. If anybody steps up  to the issue, he or she often does a lousy job and creates a whole new set of  problems.
...
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Neurological Syndromes: A Clinical Guide to Symptoms and DiagnosisSpringer, 2013

	Neurological Syndromes: A Clinical Guide to Symptoms and Diagnosis offers a concise, invaluable resource for understanding how a group of neurologic symptoms or signs collectively characterize a disease or disorder.

	

	Intended as a quick reference guide to the better known and some less familiar syndromes of neurological...
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THE SILK ROAD ENCYCLOPEDIASeoul Selection, 2016

	Literary Nonfiction. Asian & Asian American Studies. History. Since the concept of the Silk Road as an avenue of inter- civilizational exchange emerged more than 130 years ago, scholars from both Eastern and Western societies have conducted persistent research to advance the field. Still, however, not nearly enough research has been...
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Poverty, Inequality, and Policy in Latin America (CESifo Seminar Series)MIT Press, 2009
High inequality in incomes and assets and persistent poverty continue to plague Latin America and remain a central economic policy challenge for Latin American policymakers. At the same time, dramatically improved methods and data allow researchers to analyze these problems and how they are affected by economic policy. In this book, experts on...
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Droid CompanionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Congratulations on your new Droid smartphone! You’re going to be amazed when you discover all the ways it enables you to connect with your contacts and stay in touch with the world. You can communicate via talk, text, email, social networking, and chatting with instant messaging, and on some newer Droid phones, you may even be able to...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic .NET in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic.NET in 21 Days provides readers with 21 structured lessons with step-by-step guidance to real-world tasks.  Each chapter also contains exercises that reinforce the lessons learned in each chapter.  Tips, Notes, and Cautions provide additional advice from the authors on how to get up-to-speed and programming...
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